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The goal of the event is to have one main event for all the scandiavian rottweiler-

people to get closer. But also to be a bigger attraction for more people to join, and 

also get a stronger voice in the international rottweiler society.  

1 Execution of the event 

1.1 Time of execution 

The Event will take place in May/June every year, but is not to interfere with any 

of the other Scandinavian Events. 

1.2 Which country to execute 

The Event is to cycle between the Scandinavian Countries, giving each country a 

4 year interval. 

1.3 Regulation of execution 

The Event is to be held in terms of each representative countrys National Kennel 

Club, so it will be an official event, and if the National Kennel Club permits, the 

Scandinavian IPO Championship should be a CACIT-Event. 

1.4 Other Trials 

Each representative is to decide themselves wich trials that will be open for 

entry. Examples: Beginner A – B – C, tracking, obedience etc. 

2 Individual Attendants 

2.1 Approved Entries 

All that meets the requierments of the representative National Kennel Club, and 

National Breed Club, is ligit to enter and attend the Event. 

2.2 Disqualifications and withdraws 

In addition to pt 1.1, a dog can be withdrawn from the competition by a 

veterenarian at any point of the Event.  

2.3 Handlers responsibilities 

Every owner or/and handler is responible for that their dogs health and best 

interests are always taken care of, throughout the Event. 

3 Teams 

3.1 Size and conditions of teams 

There team must consist of minimum three dogs, maximum four. One team-

member must have at least one IPO3, and the rest is up to the team itself to 

decide, but all equipages must have passed an IPO1 in advance, as a minimum. 
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3.2 Number of teams 

Each nation can enter as many teams as they want, as long as each team consist 

of the terms in pt 3.1 

3.3 Counting points 

The winning team is the team with most points, all together. 

All points from the top three dogs in one team count, also if a dog has not passed 

70 in either A – B or C. 

Points do not count if the dog has been disqualified, withdrawn or for any reason 

absent. 

4 Titles and prizes 

4.1 Individual title 

The winner dog or bitch of IPO3 will be granted the title Scandinavian IPO Sieger 

or Siegerin of 20XX. 

4.2 Team title 

The team with most counting points will be granted the title Scandinavian IPO 

Team Sieger of 20XX. 

4.3 Prizes 

There must be trophies for all top three dogs in each class, and to the three best 

placed teams.  The trophies is to reflect the signifigance of the Event. 

Memory gift and diplomas is to be given for all entered dogs. 

5 Economical aspects 

5.1 National representative 

Each country is responsible for its own Event. All costs and incomes. 

5.2 Winnings 

This is to be a non-profit Event, and all potential winnings from the show is to be 

put back in the next show for the country responsible.  


